
MANGA IN FLASH

Throughout this workshop we are going to focus mainly on drawing faces and simple body shapes.

Once you have drawn several manga characters we are going to put them into the template
provided. By the end ofthe session you should have 1 to 2 pages ofyour manga comic created.

r A variety ofeyes, eyebrows, mouths and hairstyles.
o You can create some very simple anime/manga characters by reusing assets and changing

them.

For backgrounds we'll use some bitmap images and either keep them as bitmaps or trace them
depending on how cartoony yo:u want them to look.

Face Shapes

Use the circle tool to create an oval. Then use the line tool to place a line horizontally down the

middle of the circle. Make the line go outside of the circle as shown below. Make sure your pencil

tool is set to smooth or straighten and then drag the pencil from the bottom ofthe line to the middle
point of the face. Repeat these steps on the other side of the circle. I draw my faces this way
because it gives them a nice pointy edge for a chin.
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Face shapes can be made either by
drawing the line down the middle -
as shown in the swf file

OR
Use the circle tool and then select the
white arrow tool. Hold it over the
circle and then pull down the end
point.
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The eyes

Draw a square

Create a head that
Looks at an angle.

o Grab your arrow tool and then manipulate the edges so that there is a slight curve on all
sides.

. Using your circle tool dmw four to five ovals.

. The pupil should be black but we also need to draw a further circle

inside to indicate the shiny white surfaces that are common ir manga

drawn eyes. Gradients are great to use with Manga eyes beca:se they

reflect the light. You can make a number of gradients and save them as

swatches in the color mixer options so that they can be reused'

Oo.
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When drawing the eyes, experiment with the
gradient tool. To make the white areas
appear almost translucent it is a white
gradient with a touch ofthe surrounding
color. In this case, purple and white gradients
were applied. When you have made several
eyes you can also add some mean eyes.
Generally these eyes are smaller and don't
have the big white circles. The eyebrows
tend to curl downwards to give a harsher
appearance to the face. There are several
ways of drawing eyebrows. They can be
heavy black lines thatjust cover the eye or
you can add the appearance of eyelashes.

. For eyebrows change the brush strokes so that you can get a series of different looking
shapes and sizes.

For eyelashes experiment with a variety of tools. Use different stroke thickness and lengths as well
as the different brushes. Also use the
pencil tool and create delicate lines.
You can also use the square tool and
pull in the sides of the square to create
more menacingly shaped eyebrows

Similarly, you can use different brushes
and strokes for the nose and the mouth.

Hair is slightly more complicated.
Go crazy with the hairstyles. Use the
pen tool or the paintbrush. Make a
series oljagged shapes and then give
them different colors.

You can staft constructing your face now that you have everything in place. Stan constructing
characters.
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You can use the same face andjust put different features into the Manga drawing. Above is a

variation ofthe same face. One is more ofa boy face, the other ofa girl. Notice the softer looking

eyes ofthe girl picture.


